Corporation of the Year

**Fifth Third Bank** is a remarkable Business Fellows partner. Namely, everything is done with intention – Business Fellows is a target resource for Fifth Third’s talent acquisition solutions. Therefore, they hosted the program onsite and provided opportunities to network with bank leadership and members of their Business Resource Groups. They care about the long-term success of students, and provided coaching on building and managing credit. In order to demystify the nuances of the banking industry, they allowed students to explore the future of banking by inviting us to visit their Innovation Center – and this was all during one experience.

In addition, Julie Fite and her team are always the first to volunteer for opportunities such as Employer Mock Interviews and resume critiques; and Fifth Third is always a staple at events, including the Talent Preview held the evening before the Spring Career Fair.

Importantly, Fifth Third is serious about identifying talent within the program. Each year they ensure Business Fellows is represented at their Future Leader Day, they reach out to the Business Fellows Leadership Team for talent recommendations and they continuously hire our students – Anja Macedo, Matt Overstreet, and Anthony Hebron are amongst their ranks; to name a few.